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Overview
Pacific Coastline Escrow partnered with Altos Research in an effort to
provide you with valuable market data for your target areas. The Altos Research Real Estate
Market Indicators & Analytics platform is organized into four dimensions for actionable
analysis: Geographic Scope, Market Segment Quartile, Rolling Average, and Property Type.
Market Indicators & Analytics are calculated with each dimension in combination with all
other dimensions (For example: Days on Market for the top price quartile of single family
homes in Los Altos, CA 94024 over a 90-day rolling average). The result is the most granular,
Real-time real estate data available, with literally hundreds of distinct market measures
available at any geographic scope.
Staying Informed
All Altos Research market indicators and analytics are published every Monday, based on the active listed
properties of the preceding week. If you would like to receive this valuable market data, please talk to your
business development representative to subscribe to direct data feed of any geographic scope and stat
combination, per zip code reports.
All market indicators and analytics are calculated in two rolling average sets: weekly for the most current data
points, and smoothed over a 90-day rolling average.
TRENDING

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

7-Day Sample

All statistics are calculated weekly for the most
recent data points.

Most recent data point available for every
statistic

An average of the previous 13 weeks of weekly
data to more clearly illustrate trends

Smoothed trendline clears weekly noise. Some
stats, like Market Action Index are most valuable
with 90-day rolling average. Other stats, like
inventory or Days on Market, have less weekly
variation so the 7-day sample is preferred.

90-Day Rolling
Average

(continues)

Micro Market Analysis
For more actionable data within each geography, two micro-market dimensions are added.
MICRO MARKET

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

Residence Type

All statistics in all geographic areas are analyzed
by single-family homes or by condominiums/
townhomes.

Focus analysis on specific property types for most
meaningful, actionable information

Price Range
Quartile

Four equally sized segments of the current
properties. Quartile 1 is the most expensive
25% of homes on the market or the Top Quartile.
Quartile 4 is the least expensive 25% of homes on
the market, or the Bottom Quartile. For example,
if there are 80 homes for sale in Woodland Hills,
CA, four quartiles are generated with 20
properties in each quartile based on individual
property list prices.

Quartile data enables market trend analysis at
various price levels in a specific geography (zip
code, city, county, MSA).
For example, Days on Market may be higher for
expensive properties than for the low-end. Also
useful for tracking specific neighborhoods inside
a particular zip code.

Housing Market Leading Indicators, Statistics & Analytics
The following table lists the individual statistics tracked by Altos Research across all dimensions in each market.
STATISTIC

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

Median Price

Median asking price for properties currently
on the market in specified geographic area, in
Dollars

Simplest measurement of current real estate
price

Inventory

Current number of properties on the market

Simplest measurement of available supply

Average Days
on Market

Half the properties have been on the market this
many days

New Listings

Number of properties newly listed for sale during
the previous week

Measures new supply activity

Absorbed

Number of properties that have come off the
market, due to sales or other reasons, in the
previous week

Measurement of turnover activity in the market.

Square Footage

Average or median size of homes in the market
segment

Basic property characteristics. In some markets,
square footage data may be unreliable.

Median Rent

The rent value that is the mid-point value of the
rent samples; and, it means that 1/2 the rents
are above that amount and 1/2 are below that
amount.

Median Price
per Sq Ft

Dollars per square foot

Useful as a common denominator measurement
of value in a market. In some markets, square
footage data may be unreliable.

Lot Size

Average or median size of the lot for homes in
the market segment

Basic property characteristic measuring size of
lots in square footage and acreage.

Bed Count

Average or median number of bedrooms for
homes in the market segment

Basic property characteristic measuring number
of bedrooms in properties available for sale.

Bath Count

Average or median number of bathrooms for
homes in the market segment

Basic property characteristic measuring number
of bathrooms in properties available for sale.

Age

Average or median age of homes in the market
segment

Basic property characteristics measuring
structural age of properties based on “year built”

Altos Research Unique Stats
STATISTIC

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

Market Action
Index™

Measurement of several statistics that compare
demand levels relative to supply levels.
Proprietary Altos Research methodology. Above
30 demand is robust to indicate “Sellers Market.”
Below 30 indicates weak demand or “Buyers”
opportunity markets.

Single, at-a-glance answer to, “How’s the
Market?” Provides real-time visibility to supply
and demand trends in a market. This stat is
useful when examining trends over a time series
to indicate if a market is weakening, mixed, or
strengthening over time. Also indicates seasonal
fluctuations in real time.

Percent Price
Decrease

Percent of properties currently on the market
that have also been on the market recently at a
higher price

An insightful measurement of demand in a
market. As properties stay on the market longer,
they tend to have price reductions. This stat
measures how often properties are having their
prices reduced.

Percent Relisted

Percent of properties currently on the market
that have been pulled and relisted in the last 90day period. Measured as a percentage of total
inventory

Properties get re-listed to seem “fresh” to buyers
or because they have a new listing agent. The
higher this number, the weaker demand is in a
market

Percent Price
Increase

Percent of properties currently on the market
that have also been on the market recently at
lower price

Sometimes called “Percent Flips” (though not
all price increases are “flips”) this stat is a way to
measure investment activity in a market.

Questions? Reach out to us via email at ceo@pacificCescrow.com

